ACROSS
1 Video shot covering head of state's hanging (8)
5 Drug one took after operation (6)
10 Period of lost hope encompassing century (5)
11 Relative in love affair is showing off (9)
12 Campaign for increased responsibility at work (9)
13 Home rule may be relative after union (2-3)
14 Which person quietly accepts duck noise? (6)
15 Resist but undress disheartened – why broadcast? (7)
18 He trips over a fan of modern jazz (7)
20 Mass meeting about Spain – no kidding! (6)
22 Start working and fight (3-2)
24 International crowd surrounding sanctimonious high flyer (4,5)
25 Dining out with worker in high dudgeon (9)
26 Inquisitive about one being vociferous (5)
27 Guy's gutted with charge for spin! (6)
28 Terrain needing low light beyond river (8)

DOWN
1 Hints about European Union links (3-3)
2 Alter image recently nicked in Post Office outlet (9)
3 Philosophy classes held here? (6,2,7)